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Introduction
Over a period of six months between late 2017 and early 2018 I purchased three classic rifles, all of which had to be
returned due to their poor condition. One rifle in particular proved to be an exceptionally unpleasant experience when
I got stung by an unscrupulous dealer who sold me a rifle in a dangerous condition and was less than supportive about
the whole affair when I challenged him. As a result of these experiences I was feeling particularly despondent about
the whole classic rifle industry in the UK and decided to give classic rifles a break while I overcome my disgruntled
feelings about the lower end of humanity.
Therefore, I started the search for a modern rifle that was slightly different and stumbled across the new Ruger

American Ranch Rifle. Historically I have avoided Ruger rifles for many years due to earlier experiences with rifles such
as the Ruger 10/22 and 77/22. I don't dislike the Ruger Scout and the more recent Ruger Precision Rifle, but neither
rifle impress me sufficiently enough to want to go out and purchase one. So what do you ask, did the Ranch Rifle have
that the others didn't? Well over the next few pages of this Armourers report I will explain the three primary factors
that drew me towards the Ranch rifle, namely calibre, value, accessories and mechanics.
The Ruger American rifle range consists of a wide range of budget rifles which include the Standard rifle, the Predator,
the Magnum and the Ranch rifle. Visiting the Ruger website will provide you all the details but you will quickly gather
that the American rifle range shares a wide range of commonalities, typical of modern production techniques, these
include common trigger unit, stock, barrel locking method and receiver with the only variation being the requirements
for different calibres, I.e. bolt, barrel and magazine.
With regards to the ranch rifle, the UK only has access to the .223/5.56mm and the .300 Blackout versions but in the
US there is also a 7.62x39 and a .450 Bushmaster version, however for the point of these notes I will only discuss the
.300 Blackout model.
The .300 Blackout model is a budget multi use light weight rifle with a flush fitting detachable magazine and short 16”
barrel as shown in the image above. Technical data is as follows: Stock: Synthetic; Barrel Length: 16.12"; Magazine,
rotary type with 5rd capacity; Barrel: 1 in 7 right hand twist with six groves; Metal Finish: Matte Black; Weight: 5.9 lbs;
Muzzle thread: 5/8-24”; Overall length: 36.0"
Barrel
The barrel is fairly unremarkable in terms of any new technology, in fact it is pretty
traditional which is what I like.
The hammer forged barrel is
16” in length, 1.18” at its widest
point, narrowing to .70” at its
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thinnest point and flaring to 0.75 at the muzzle. Twist rate is 1 in 7. The muzzle is threaded 5/8-24” thread which is
standard for many AR15’s. The barrel screws into the receiver and like many budget firearms these days, is locked in
place with a barrel locking nut. This cheap process lacks a traditional locking shoulder for the barrel to secure against
and therefore the headspace can be set using the barrel threads and not a expensive chamber reamer. I believe Savage
initiated this production technique and I have seen it in used on the AIA M10A1 and now Ruger products.
Finished is advertise on the Ruger website as matt black, not exactly informative but the way oil impregnates the
surface, I believe it is a finish similar to cerakote. Markings are the typical American warnings, Ruger's details, calibre
and British proof marks. As the muzzle is threaded I have fitted a .30 micro muzzle break by Badger Ordnance which
due to its size is ideal for this short barrel but will be interesting to see how effective it is with such a small cartridge.
Fitting the micro muzzle break wasn't as straight forward as I hoped and despite being a 5/8-24” thread the brake did
not fit and required the muzzle thread to be tiding up with a die.
Bolt Assembly
The bolt is substantial 0.85” in diameter, which is something that appeals to me but I would say it is somewhat
oversized for the .300 Blackout cartridge. Readers should remember the commonality between the Ruger American
range meaning that this bolt also caters for many other cartridges and certainly the .223 as it shares the same bolt face.
Bolt lift is 70° and
the large three lug
bolt head houses an
effective
ejector
and extractor and
as can be seen in
both images the
bolt head has three
vent
tubes
to
project any rearward gases from a
rupture primer. Behind each locking lug is a machined flat which initially looks like a bad tooling mark, in fact it introduces a small cam on
the rear of each lug which provides primary extraction. Not the best machine work in my opinion but it does the job
and I guess it is reflected in the price.
Along the length of the bolt body is a channel for the bolt stop/release, which also acts as a guide during the bolt cycle.
The bolt handle is slightly cranked both down and rearwards and passes through the bolt body. This concept is fairly
popular and can be seen in other designs such as the CZ and Tikka. The bolt shroud is a flimsy plastic design,
encapsulating the cocking piece, the rear of the firing pin and is designed to keep debris at bay, protected the user
from moving parts and provides a cosmetic finish. This part is already subject to an aftermarket titanium replacement,
which sadly is unavailable in the UK at the time of this report.
When the firing pin is retained on the sear, the rear of the cocking piece protrudes from the bolt shroud, thereby
providing a gun state indicator, which can be easily seen during daylight hours and felt in the dark.
The exterior finish of the bolt body could be a little better and as a result when the bolt is cycled dry it feels a little
rough, however in fairness I have seen the same issue on new guns that are treble the price and if the user applies a
little gun grease, the matter is resolved.
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In summary, this is a good bolt, with the its substantial size and the three large locking lugs provide the user with a
feeling of strength and reliability.
Receiver
The receiver is just shy of 9.5” in length including the tang
and 1.25” at its widest point. External finish is the same as
the barrel. The upper receiver is octagonal in shape and the
lower section is round.
As mentioned previously, the barrel screws into the receiver, is locked and head spaced using a barrel nut. Directly
behind the barrel face is the receivers three locking recesses, which the bolt engages and synchronises with the gas
ports in the bolt head.
The ejection port is 2.75” long and 0.5” wide which caters
for both .223 and .300 blackout cartridges and below this is
the magazine well. Unlike more traditional designs which
incorporate a single recoil lug in front of the magazine well,
the Ruger has two pairs of angled recesses at either end of
the magazine well (four in total). Central to each pair of
recesses is the rifles two master screws. These recesses,
engage in the corresponding aluminium V blocks, moulded
into the stock and the two master screws locate immediately in the centre of the two V blocks permit a very secure and
balanced receiver/stock bond. Ruger’s website refer to this
method as “Power Bedding, an integral bedding block system which positively locates the receiver and free-floats the
barrel for outstanding accuracy”.
Whilst this may be easier to manufacturer and an cheaper
alternative to the more traditional recoil lug, I cant help thinking this is a good design. In my opinion cheap plastic
stocks are often flimsy, poor fitting and look fairly hideous and as a result, are often the downfall of the modern
budget rifles. It would not be a first time where I have purchased a rifle and instantly discarded the cheap plastic stock
in favour of a more superior aftermarket design. However this format, aligned with a reasonably designed stock will
maximise the performance of the stock to the benefit of the whole firearm package.
Behind the magazine well is the trigger assembly, which is a
self contained unit, typical of today’s modern designs. Ruger call this unit the Marksman adjustable trigger and it is
suppose to offer a crisp release with an adjustable pull
weight that is user adjustable between 3 and 5 lbs. Currently the flavour of the month and typically American is the
addition of a safety catch built into the trigger, personally I
feel this concept is a bit of a gimmick and unnecessary. My
trigger breaks at a hefty but reasonably brisk 3.12lbs which
is acceptable for a factory gun and the safety catch is a
shotgun type mounted on the tang.
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Above the trigger is the bolt stop/release, which is a substantial spring loaded rotating block. The bolt stop engages in
the groove on the bolt and when the bolt is withdrawn, the bolt stop prevents its removal from the receiver. Physically
depressing the bolt stop, allows the bolt stop to disengage from the groove and the bolt assembly can then be
removed. The rifle is not fitted with any ironsights and therefore the rail comes as standard. It is manufactured from
aluminium and has a zero moa cant.
Stock
As budget stocks go, this one isn't “toooo”
bad. The recoil blocks add some stability to
the receiver area and the fore end is ribbed
to provide rigidity, however the left hand
fore end wall touches the barrel and therefore Ruger's statement concerning a floating barrel is somewhat negated. At the time
of writing this report I had not identified if
the touching of the barrel by the stock was
impacting on accuracy. Groups where approximately 2” with standard barrel and
stock.
The stock’s flat earth colour provides an alternative to the traditional black and at a personal level is cosmetically
pleasing. Unlike other budget designs, the trigger guard is rigid and does not flex, which is good. The moulded grips to
both the fore end and the pistol grip are effective and practical which is a plus for a budget stock. The butt is robust
enough, but it is hollow and therefore gives that distinctive hollow sound when tapped, it has a soft black rubber recoil
pad and overall the stock compliments the handling of the rifle reasonably well and provides a robust all weather
performance.
Magazine
First impressions of the magazine is that it
looks cheap, feels cheap and as a result is
rather fragile. On the Internet there is a lot
of chatter about misfeed's, the magazine
has a five round capacity and is of the rotary
type. The magazine platform is a simple
plate which as the plate is depressed and
rotates becoming a “paddle” rather than a
platform in the traditional sense.
The magazine is retained in place by a catch
at the front of the magazine and a lug at the
rear. Sliding the magazine into the magazine
well, the rear lug locates in it corresponding
recess and the front catch depresses under the tension of its spring until it find its corresponding recess and then locks
the magazine in place. Depressing the catch and the magazine simple drops out.
I feed the rounds from the front of the magazine and slide them into battery as gently as possible. Whilst the magazine
has worked reliably, it has not failed or misfeed in any way to date. However I am reluctant to put the magazine to test,
as I have very little confidence in the design and it appears to be the principle weakness in the overall rifle system.
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Optics
Just a brief note on optics, the rifle is not fitted with iron
sights so your choice of scope should be planned depending on your use for the rifle. This is a relatively heavy bullet
supported by a small capacity case with either sub sonic
or moderate supersonic velocities, therefore the ballistic
curve is quite acute with ballistics similar to the 7.62x39
cartridge. In my opinion sub sonic ammunition has limited
use in the UK which restricts it to fox hunting at relatively
short range and therefore would not be deer legal and as
a result hunting engagement ranges would be 100 -150 yards max.
I plan to shoot only using supersonic ammunition and therefore engagement distances will be extended to 300yrds
and therefore a x10 to x16 scope will easily suffice. In the UK there are no competition for this calibre type, therefore
I will be shooting for fun and decided to use a spare Russian x10 scope I had sitting on the shelve, together with
Rechnagel rings. The Pilade scope has a Draganov reticule and therefore is suitable for the substantial bullet drop at
300yrds.
Ammunition
The ammunition was one of the primary reasons why I purchased this rifle, it was a new calibre and slightly unusual as
you can load sub sonic and supersonic ammunition, depending on your requirements. Being a moderately priced rifle,
I wasn't massively out of pocket if something went wrong or I suddenly lost interest.
Whilst I whittle on about sub and supersonic velocities, they are technically two commercial cartridges, named .300 Whisper and .300 Blackout respectively, with two separate design paths, which can
and does cause confusion amongst the shooting public. Both cartridges are designed for use with the
AR15 platform and therefore initially for military use and FMJ bullets. I have spoken to a number of
people who have loaded sub sonic ammunition for hunting and all seem to experience various
problems, with a common comment “expanding ammunition does not expand”. It may be different
in the US due to the size of the market and different laws, but as far as I am aware there are no
expanding bullets in the UK designed specifically for subsonic use. Therefore I planned from the
out-start to only shoot this cartridge at supersonic velocities and with FMJ bullets.
As of writing, brass is still not common in the UK, with only two types available, Lapua and Peterson,
with the American Peterson brand being new to the UK. Whilst brass is available, its limited to certain
dealers, so users need to be aware to avoid running out. My brass was Peterson and I took the last
fifty cases of the shelve which highlights the issue. On the bullet front, being .308, bullets and bullet
weights are plentiful.
When purchasing the Peterson brass I was informed that it was of the same quality as Lapua, personally I did not find
this so and therefore had to put more preparation work into the brass when reloading. My bullet of choice was Sierra
.308 125gr, which I was already using it in another rifle, I wanted reasonable velocities and therefore I was not
interested in heavier bullets which would add unwanted recoil to an otherwise light carbine.
Powder of choice was ultimately going to be Vihtavuori N110. However I started with Hogdon Lil Gun as I had some
spare and wanted to use it up. In the UK, Hogdon powder is currently not being imported due to its failure to meet the
European REACH regulations and therefore supplies will ultimately dry up until this matter is resolved. As the US does
not have a REACH equivalent currently, this may be some time.
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Using the Hornaday 10th edition reloading manual, Hornady states the minimum charge of 14.7 grns of Lil Gun and
20grns as the maximum, with 20grns producing 2100fps with a 125grn bullet. Whilst I loaded up to 20grns, my
personal loading experience found this to be considerably different in practice with 18grns being my absolute limit,
with flattened primers being my first signs of over pressure. Velocity with 18grns was 2291fps which was 300fps more
than stated in the manual. Whilst I accept there are always slight differences between the manual and the outside
world, 300fps was excessive in my opinion and highlights the golden rule that loads should always be increased slowly
regardless of what is stated in the manual. I settled at 16.0grns which still produced 2171 fps, provided good
obturation and no signs of over pressure.
Range Test
Initially my first trip to the range was to chronograph, test my load development and to check the carbine was
functioning within safe parameters and therefore I didn't pay much attention
to accuracy. However having found a suitable load, I reloaded and headed
back to the range to zero and accuracy test.
I always zero at 100yrds, from a bench, supported and therefore removing as
much human movement as possible. My first few rounds was spent adjusting
and zeroing the scope, however once zeroed my groups where typically
50-57mm or approximately 2” as can be seen in the image.
The rifle was good fun to shoot with minimal recoil, it cycled, fed and extracted without fault with the only frustration, being to reload the magazine every
five rounds (not the carbines fault).
Having never shot this cartridge or rifle type before, I didn't have any other equipment or previous experience to make
a objective comparison against. I did feel the cartridge was capable of better and although wary of comments made
on the Internet, most people appeared capable of 1.0 - 1.5” groups.
Being a light carbine, the slightest snatch on the trigger, effected accuracy with the two outer rounds shown above,
being a good example. Therefore a heavier stock coupled with a better trigger could improve matters. I have ordered
a Magpul Hunter stock which will provide more weight, better cheek weld and increased magazine capacity but as of
June 2018 it has been on backorder with Brownells UK for two months and still no sign. Other issues that could be
affecting accuracy is the stock touching the barrel and seating the bullet closer to the lands as it is currently set to
maximum COL.
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Initial Summary
Its early days as I write and I have further plans for the rifle that I am hoping will improve performance and as a result
I plan to provide this report with further updates. I usually speak as I find, however for a new budget priced rifle it has
yet to let me down and further still, as a Ruger product I am generally pleased with the purchase.
Except for fitting of the muzzle brake, the rifle has gone
straight from the box, fitting of the scope, reloading the
ammunition and to the range without any problems.
The next step, is to measure the lead, seat the bullets
correctly, fit the hunter stock, an aftermarket trigger and
if possible an AI type 5.56mm magazine to increase magazine capacity.
Second Update
Back in March 2018 I placed an ordered with Brownells UK for a Magpul Hunter stock suitable for the Ruger American
rifle with a short action and six months latter it arrived. Being cynical, I’m guess the US takes priority and the rest of us
mere mortals have to be patient - who knows. Historically I have not been a lover of “plastic” with wood or metal being
my preference. The reason for my historic dislike has always been as a result of poor quality and the generally

ambience of cheapness, however Magpul, using modern reinforced polymers has successfully reversed that image
completely.
Although I have purchased the odd fore grip and magazine etc in the past, this is the first time I have purchased a
Magpul product with such complexity as a stock. The stock is built around an aluminium chassis and is available in a
host of colours. As one would expect from Magpul the stock has a plethora of fittings and adjustable parts, such as
adjustable butt, cheek pad and fittings for sling swivels, picatinny rails and bipod's. Build quality is very good, with all
the component parts fitting very well, with no overlap or excess material which in turn generates a product that feels
tough, robust and quiet frankly, looks good.
When I ordered the stock originally, I had various concerns, all the specifications stated the stock is for a Ruger
American, short action in .308 but it does not mention the Ruger Ranch model which in the UK is only available in
.300BLK or .223. At this stage, they may be some readers who are thinking, why am I buying a .308 stock for a .300
blackout. The answer is the stocks detachable 5rd PMAG magazine which is AICS compatible. I plan to replace it with
an AICS .223 magazine.
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Once fitted, the stock transforms the Ruger completely, gone is the budget stock with its budget feel, the Hunter stock
provides a heavier, more stable platform with a fully floating barrel which will enhance the Ruger’s performance.
The 10rd AICS magazine is provided by Accurate Mag and its not cheap, it has the same dimensions as the standard
.308 AICS magazine and has an insert to allow it to feed .223, or on my case .300BLK. However this is where things
started to go wrong. The .223 insert lowers the cartridge height as it sits under the lips of
the original .308 magazine. This coupled with the bolt design, caused me serious feed
problems. Rounds caught on the feed ramp initially, so I levered the .308 feed lips back and
raised the insert which increased the feed height. I then milled the corners of the insert
away, so the magazine would engage with the magazine release catch. The top round fed
smoothly but the second round was being moved forward by the bolt body and trapped
under a lip in the insert, things were not going well and I needed to find a solution. My first
thought was to try a round nosed bullet, which I hope would prevent the second round
being trapped and assist with the feed ramp, however Sierra round nosed bullets where
typically 150gr and shorter that the 125grn bullets that I had been using and therefore
affected the COL which was not really an option.
During my troubles with the Accurate Mag I had the opportunity to get down the range and
verify if the Hunter stock improved the Ruger's performance. Handling was definitely
superior with the larger and better profiled Hunter stock, providing much better support
all round. Despite the expected problems with magazine and the fact I could only shoot two
rounds at a time using the magazine, I re-zeroed using the Russian Pilade scope and was
regularly achieving two round groups of 10mm as shown. Whilst two round groups are less
than ideal and doesn't really prove accuracy, I was quietly confident the Magpul Hunter
stock had successfully improved the Ruger's performance.
Two other issues that was highlighted at the range was the Pilade scope, whilst it’s
performance was adequate, drum adjustment was limited and therefore I decided to
replace it with a Weaver V18 Classic. Lastly when it comes to cleaning, the high cheek pad
on the hunter stock prevents the bolt, cleanly leaving the receiver. As a result you have
two choices, rotate the bolt 180 degrees and then carefully slide the bolt out or removed the cheek pad.
Failure
I was never able to resolve the bad feed problems associated with the accurate mag and therefore tried an MDT .223
magazine. Problems persisted, in fact they got worse with the bolt body picking up the second round in the magazine
and driving the cartridge and the platform down into the magazine body and consequently, I decided to give up as this
was getting prohibitively expensive. The reason for the .223 magazines failure was not the magazines themselves, but
the blackout’s cartridge dimensions and particularly the cartridge’s minuet shoulder. Revisiting the Ruger magazine
image below, highlights the large shoulder which presents the round at the right angle for the feed ramp.
Back to square one
Failure to find a successful magazine for the Magpul stock, also meant that I
had no option but return to the original Ruger stock. The Magpul stock had
clearly highlighted the rifles potential accuracy, but the cheap Ruger stock
was its downfall and therefore I decided to introduce some improvements to
the design. My initial thoughts fell into the following categories:
●Increase the stocks overall weight
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●
●
●
●
●

Adjust the stock to correctly float the barrel
Add an adjustable cheek pad
Add a pictinney rail to stiffen the stock
Resin fill a portion of the stock to further stiffen the stock
Add a Magpul angled fore grip to improve handling

I started by fitting the picatinny rail, which required machining a flat surface and drilling the holes for the fixings. I also
cut the rail to length as I required sufficient
space to fit a Harris bipod. Once fitted, I added
100g of extra weight to the forend using fishing
weights and then sealed everything using
Brownells Agraglas two pack epoxy resin. In its
original format the forend did flex somewhat
but utilising this process makes the forend solid
and far more suitable for supporting the rifle
and the bipod. Floating the barrel was done by
removing material by hand as it is a curved
surface and therefore cannot be done on the
milling machine. The forend is slime by design
and whist it may be fine for the occasional odd
shot when hunting it lacks any decent ergonomics and therefore fitting the Magpul angled
fore grip was purely to improve handling.
The cheek pad is an Australian ATP Kydex Cheek
Rest Type 2 adjustable design, which once fitted, is irreversible as it requires drilling the butt.
With hindsight it may have been prudent to
infill the hollow butt with expanding foam, prior
to fitting. Whilst all these modifications was built on previous experience, it was
my first attempt at refining the Ruger stock and therefore all this was hypothetical
until I got the rifle back on the range and accuracy tested.
Range Test
A week later I was able to put the rifle to the test. When handling the rifle, the
whole package felt a lot more solid, robust and 300g heavier (not including the bipod). The barrel was now floating and
I decided to test the rifle with the bipod fitted, but with the legs folded and shooting from a bag. The logic behind this
approach was to avoid any bipod bounce. Using exactly the same ammunition and shooting format as when I first shot
the rifle, I re-zeroed the
rifle using a Weaver Classic
4-16x44 scope and then
set about achieving what I
hoped would be superior
groups.
I was a little nervous as I
had radically altered the
stock, its dynamics and as a result there was no going back. If this didn't work or the groups were worse, I was up a
creek without a paddle as they would say, not to mention more wasted funds.
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First groups looked promising with the odd wild shot being down to me. As you can see from the targets on the
previous page, groups are averaging 1.34” (34.25mm) which I found both satisfactory and at the same time relieved.
Studying the 4rd groups, I was typically getting 3rds in a tight group with one flyer or I was getting two, two round
tight groups and therefore I believe with a bit more work, groups could be improved further.
Therefore as my last attempt to improve accuracy, I will change my powder. I have been using Hogdon’s Lil Gun as I
had some spare but as discussed earlier, Lil Gun was providing much higher pressures than stated in Hornady's
reloading manual, plus it is really a shotgun powder, which maybe a tad to fast. Therefore I plan to use Vihtavuori's
N110. Hornady & Vihtavuori's reloading data varies quiet a lot with this powder and therefore maximum loads should
be approached with caution.
In preparation, I loaded six batches of five rounds, between 14.5grns - 17.0grns of N110. Data generated by the
chronograph looked very promising with an extreme spread ranging from 25 - 9 fps. Groups also looked good although
at this stage I didn't measure them. Settling on 16.5 grns of N110 which generates an average velocity of 2099fps, I
reloaded and headed back to the range to zero and check my groups with my findings below.

Shooting exactly the same format as before, I achieved 11, 23, 25 & 30mm groups which produces and average group
of 22.25mm which was a 35% improvement over the Lil Gun propellant.
Final Summary
This had been a long windy road. The purchase of the Magpul Hunter stock had proved that the rifle and the cartridge
where capable of a good standard of accuracy. The Magpul Hunter stock had impressed me greatly and had change

my mind about buying products manufactured from modern polymers, however the magazine saga had proved a total
failure, which forced me back to the original Ruger stock and left me with a redundant Hunter stock.
A little fine tuning to the stock and the ammunition has provided tangible results. Starting out at roughly 2” groups I
have reduced that to a shade under 1” which seems to be what other people are achieving on the various forums. Can
that be improved still further, I honestly don't know.
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Some cartridges have their limitations in terms of accuracy and the 7.62x39mm cartridge appears to be a good case in
question and was never a “nail tacker”. Is this the limit of the .300Blk cartridge or will a superior and more expensive
platform reduce the group size still further? It probably will slightly, but I purchased this as a budget rifle to learn and
a £1000+ package was never my intention and therefore I have no further plans to take this rifle any further forward.
The one exception is to source a 10rd magazine and I am waiting for an Australian firm, Lucky Thirteen to develop and
produce the said magazine.
I must admit I like, what I call intermediate cartridges, beside the new
.300Blk, I continue to own a 7.62x39
and a 6.5mm Grendel. It is interesting
to note that both the Blackout and the
Grendel cartridges were designed with
the AR15 platform in mind, which in the
UK is an expensive rifle. At the time of
writing there is only the AR15, Remington 700 and the Ruger in .300BLK that I
am aware of and therefore the opportunity to test this cartridge in a budget
platform was a great advantage for me.
In the US, the ranch retails for around
$400 but in the UK you are looking at
£610 - £670 or more depending on
where you shop. As the name suggests
not only is this a budget rifle but also one designed for rough use around a farm, therefore whilst I have provided this
Armourers report, any summary should be put into context.
As a basic budget rifle, its a good design and does exactly what its designed to do. Although I see the magazine as the
weak element, the rifle has been completely reliable to date and has yet to fail me, although in fairness I have shot less
than a 100rds. Accuracy is reasonable but is let down by the stock, yet with some basic fine tuning you can maximise
the rifles performance and improve the accuracy still further. Before buying a rifle in this calibre, one should consider
what you plan to do with this cartridge. As a hunting rifle, it is limited to fox and I have read, to small deer species but
I would have thought that was border line. As for gallery range shooting, it is limited to 500 yards with 300yrds being
more practical. Whilst accurate, it will not outshoot the 5.56/.223 and currently this particular model is limited to a 5rd
magazine and therefore its uses are limited in the UK due to our draconian shooting legislation.
Personally I like the calibre and believe or not, the Ruger, its a good fun and robust rifle, which I don't have to worry
about wearing it out or damaging it. I always personalise my rifles, its just me, the way I’m wired, but for a few extra
pounds you can fine tune and make up the rifle, the way you like it and yet stay within a reasonable budget - Cant be
bad.
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